
CONSENT TO PERSONAL DATA PROCESSING 
 

The user of the site located on the domain name (including its subdomains) russpass.ru , as well as 
the RUSPASS mobile application (hereinafter – RUSPASS), being the subject of personal data (hereinafter 
– the Subject), gives the Autonomous non-commercial organization "Project Office for the Development 
of Tourism and Hospitality of Moscow" (address: 125009, Moscow,  
Tverskaya St., D. 5 A, tel. + 7 (495) 957-96-77, email address: info@welcome.moscow , PSRN 
1187700020947, TIN 7703468243, hereinafter referred to as the Operator) consent to the collection, 
systematization, accumulation, storage, clarification (update, change), use, depersonalization, blocking, 
destruction of the following personal data of the Subject: surname, first name, patronymic, e–mail address, 
phone number, date of birth, information about the actions performed on RUSSPASS, as well as 
information about the devices used (such as geolocation, IP addresses, Cookies). 

The processing of personal data is carried out in order to provide the Subject with access to 
RUSSPASS, to enable the Subject to register for the Operator's events, to get acquainted with analytical 
data and other information provided on RUSSPASS, as well as to carry out other actions provided for by 
the functionality of RUSSPASS. 

Personal data is processed in accordance with the Privacy Policy posted on RUSSPASS. 
The subject also gives his consent to the Operator to transfer his personal data exclusively for the 

purposes specified in this consent to his employees and the following legal entities: Rusbase Limited 
Liability Company (RBTOCCAR LLC) address: 119192, Moscow, Michurinsky Prospekt 3-358, phone: 
+7 (495) 268-05-86, address Email address: team@rb.ru , PSRN 1127746119841, TIN 7729703526; 
Limited liability company "NOTAMEDIA" address: 127254, Moscow, Ogorodny ave., 5, p.7, fl.2, office 
07, PSRN 1047796207513 TIN 7715515265, phone: +7 (495) 995-15-21, e-mail address: 
info@notamedia.ru ; Spinon Limited Liability Company address: 121099, Moscow, lane. Trubnikovsky, 
4, basement room 1, room 3, OGRN 5147746404493, TIN 7701415775, phone: +7 495 268 05 86 , email 
address:: team@spinon.company . 

Personal data can be processed by both automated and (or) non-automated processing methods, 
including using the Internet services Yandex.Metrica, Pixel VKontakte. 

The consent is valid until the purposes of processing the Subject's personal data are achieved. The 
Consent may be revoked by the Subject by sending a written application to the Operator for revocation of 
Consent. 
 


